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In-your-face inequality
What are the pre-requisites for a good life?
or What is necessary to survive?
or What is necessary to thrive?

What do we need?
At what price?

Contextual Leadership experience - teamwork
• Good harmony in working together

• Equal voices, equal participation, no hierarchy but much respect
• Adapted to context of forming a TEAM

• We remained focussed on the process
• Lost track of time and deliverables (but reigned back at the end)
• Our leadership behaviours complimented each other

Causal Layered Analysis
Problem/Litany: total disparity in development; exclusion of the poor; housing backlog;
landlessness & poverty; lack of coherent land strategy; poor integration; increasing
inequality
Systemic causes: apartheid (colonialism) plus 24 years of not addressing it; housing backlog;
poverty; fear; poor coordination; structural & systemic issues; vested interests and populism
Discourse/Worldview: “Poverty is for government to deal with”; entitlement; fear; otherness
Metaphors & myths: Highway to heaven; Beggars can’t be choosers; Gates of Troy; Locally
unwanted land-uses (LULUs); Not in my backyard (NIMBY); to Breaking down walls; Shared
prosperity – everyone can be successful and everyone is responsible (Ubuntu)

Evolution of Problem statement
Problem?
Plethora of legislation but Lack of implementation and coordination of
coherent land development strategy at all spheres of government, and changing tactics &
priorities.
Who is responsible?
Cause?

The state – all spheres, society at large
- Competing interests
- Lack of capabilities
- Unequal power relations
- Historic structural and systemic issues

Why is it difficult to solve?

It’s complex with many vested interests

How might the city leverage private land use (e.g. Steyn City) to create and distribute value (in
places such as Diepsloot) while driving shared prosperity, inclusion and poverty reduction

Stakeholders

Problem statement

How might the city leverage private land use (e.g. Steyn City) to create
and distribute value (in places such as Diepsloot) while driving shared

prosperity, inclusion and poverty reduction?

Problem statement:
VALUE

SHARED PROSPERITY

INCLUSION

• Bulk infrastructure

• information exchange;

• Intergovernmental
coordination

• Collaboration;

• Include all stakeholders &
stakeholder management

• Development
facilitation
• Job creation
• Shared prosperity
• Sale of land

• thriving conditions;

• Cross-subsidisation
between projects

• social facilities;

• Inclusionary land-use
policy

• Incentives;

• Number of houses set
aside for low-cost housing

• Introduce mass transit
systems;
• Encourage a mix of
land uses to create a
vibrant environment

• Inclusion is about
providing access to
1.

Services

2.

Formality

3.

Opportunities

Structures & Processes for Action
What formal & informal processes and structures already exist?

(Planning environment is already very regulated but hasn’t
meaningfully impacted on inequality)
What new processes or structures are required?
Who should create these?
What will it take to succeed?

Possible solutions
DESIGN THINKING: Human centric

(Ideal solution, approach & roles, New Resources, competencies & partners)
What are the constraints to the solution & how can they be overcome?

• Build closer relationship with private sector
• Information sharing amongst stakeholders
• Compliance with policies & framework (SDF, LUM, IUDF)
• Policy changes to bulk service provision
• Leadership (approval, reinforcement, deviation from process,
accountability)

Proposed solution
Having just received an application for Steyn City, we will make good
decisions for an inclusive area spatial framework that reduces
inequality and promotes inclusivity.
Since the study area falls outside the general development area, we
will not support the development in its entirety unless the developer

agrees to conditions that will benefit the area as a whole.

Proposed solution
The outcome should be a development that:
• Is inclusive from a design perspective, integrates seamlessly with neighbouring areas (no walls and grid
street)
• Comprises high residential densities so as to lower prices for individual units and to ensure effective
utilisation of infrastructure
• Ensures that effective, outcome based participation takes place with the residents of Diepsloot and
other surrounding areas
•

the project will be supported on condition that at least 20% of the housing stock in the development
will be dedicated to government subsidised housing (Social Housing, BNG, etc)

• The City, together with the developer establish a steering committee encompassing all stakeholders to
oversee the implementation of the development. the committee will meet continuously until the
project has been completed.
•

The developer shall pay all costs related to the upgrading of infrastructure. The City shall subsidise
infrastructure contributions related to government subsidized housing

It’s now or never

Thank you

